
Boyles Law

Shbrt Answer
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B) Write the math equation
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C) Draw Graph. Be sureto label pressure and volume.
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D) Is Boyles Law an indirect or direct relationship? Support your answer.
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2. What causes gas pressure? Support your answer ,
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3. Using your knowledge of gas behavior, explain why gas pressure increases when the gas
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4. Using your knowledge of gas behavior, explain why gas pressure decreases when the gas
volume increases. ::.r:t: ~"'., c:., eV"'C.4' c... 11-...
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Solve the following Boyles Law problems. Be sure to show complete set-up with units.
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5. Bacteria produce methane gas in sewage-treatment plants. This gas is often captured or
burned. If a bacterial culture produces 60.0 mL of methane gas at 700.0 mm Hg, what
volume would-be produced at1760.0 mm Hg? Predict volume increase or volume
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6. A gas has a pressure of 1.26 atm and occupies a volume of 7.40 L. If the gas is
compressed to a volume of 2.93 L, what will its pressure? Predict pressure increase r
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7. Hospitals buy 400-L cylinders of oxygen gas compressed at 150 atm. They administer
oxygen to patients at 3.0 atm in a hyperbaric oxygen chamber. What volume of oxygen
can a cylinder supply at this pressure? Predict volume increase or volume decrease.
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8. Divers get "the bends" ifthey come up too fast because gas in their blood expands, forming
bubbles in their blood. If a diver has 0.05 L of gas in his blood under a pressure of 250 atm, then
rises instantaneously to a depth where his blood has a volume of 0.25 L, what will the gas
pressure in his blood be? Predict pressure increase or pressure decrease.
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9. Submarines need to be extremely strong to withstand the extremely high pressure of water
pushing down on them. An experimental research submarine with a volume of 15,000 liters has
an internal pressure of 1.2 atm. If the pressure of the ocean breaks the submarine forming a
bubble with a pressure of250 atm pushing on it, how big (volume) will that bubble be? Predict
volume increase or volume decrease. G ) f _.;.,) (~)~SO « )\S; 660 L l 1.Z 'VI ~ ..:s::z ~ ~ ~ '""
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10. 12.00 L ofa gas at STP is compressed to 473 mL. What is the new pressure of the gas? (Hint:
STP tells you the starting pressure) Predict pressure increase or pressure decrease.
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